This page and
opposite: The John
Wardle-designed
gallery features a
double porthole
punched through
the facade to frame
urban views.
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HE PHOENIX RISES FROM THE ASPHALT OF
a Chippendale side street at the western gateway to
downtown Sydney. Its grey brick carapace ripples
and undulates, ascending to a crested parapet. Offset
apertures pierce its facade, hinting at inner life – but ultimately
give little away.
In fact, Phoenix is the $32 million private gallery and
performance space of Judith Neilson, completed just before
the coronavirus pandemic; slowly awakening as life resumes.
An impressive addition to the inner-city streetscape, the
building is equally intriguing for the way it came into being.
Neilson, who became a billionaire when her then
husband Kerr Neilson ﬂoated Platinum Asset Management
in 2007, is a patron of journalism, art and – perhaps most
remarkably – architecture. She commissioned architect
William Smart to design her White Rabbit Gallery in 2009,
then her home around the corner, Indigo Slam, in 2015.
Alec Tzannes was commissioned to design her art storage
facility, Dangrove, in 2018.
When it came to Phoenix, which stands between her house
and White Rabbit, she decided she would engage two separate
practices to devise a unique environment.
“The idea of a combined commission was extraordinary,”
says Melbourne architect John Wardle, one half of the tandem
with Sydney architects Neil Durbach and Camilla Block, of
Durbach Block Jaggers (DBJ). “We were to work on separate
interiors that shared an outer framework, and cross-pollinate
ideas to arrive at nuanced outcomes.”
Block recalls: “At the ﬁrst meeting with Judith, everyone
was sounding out where everyone else’s interests were.”
Wardle says, “After it was decided I would do the gallery and
Neil and Camilla the performance space, we would present
with the whole team to Judith. It was a really beautiful
process, a lot of dialogue, no heated debate but quite a bit of
gentle urging.”
While the building is deﬁnitely private, Neilson is actively
programming Phoenix for her YouTube channel, Phoenix
Central Park. To date, it’s featured musical performances
from experimental lieder to didgeridoo and violin duets to a
four-hour meditation marathon by the Taikoz ensemble.
Some videos, such as performances by Seven Harp Ensemble,
were recorded with audiences at Dangrove before Phoenix
was ﬁnished; Dangrove can seat 100 comfortably. There is a
much smaller space for an audience at Phoenix – but Neilson
has no desire to cast light on who attends. These are spaces
designed for performers, ﬁrst and foremost.
The Australian Financial Review Magazine is the ﬁrst
Australian publication to be shown through the building. On
the day I visit, a concert pianist is putting the black lacquered
Fazioli through its paces (it’s one of three grands lodged there)
and the acoustics in the space are impeccable. Broadcastquality cameras are poised to record the next instalment in the
YouTube series, which is called Behind Doors.

T

U R BAN OAS I S
Benefactor Judith Neilson enlisted two
architecture practices to ensure her latest design
project would be a total work of art.

STORY BY

STEPHEN TODD

THE PERFORMANCE SPACE BY DURBACH AND
Block is housed in the chunky volume to the right as you enter
the building. Their practice is renowned for delivering
residences and commercial buildings of an edgy elegance,
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typically composed of sinuous horizontal or vertical volumes
punctuated by angular fenestration. The hourglass-shaped
Omnia residential building in Kings Cross is designed by DBJ,
as is the North Bondi Surf Lifesaving Club house.
Their performance space at Phoenix is essentially a giant,
amorphous bell shape set within a rigorous brick shell. Two
extruded curves interlocking at one section form a gilded
double-height archway and mezzanine inside the entrance.
“It’s our version of a classic proscenium arch,” says Durbach.
“Wewantedtheinteriortobetheatricalbutnotmelodramatic.”
“The site is actually quite tight,” adds Block, “so a lot of our
early thinking was about how to make it feel as big as possible.
It ended up having a kind of oversized intimate grandeur.”
The acoustic “bell” forms the central volume, composed of
ﬁne horizontal rows of milled timber rods that rise to a
tapered and undulating ceiling. A gentle ramp runs around
the perimeter: a new-era theatre in the round.

From top: “Oversized
intimate grandeur” is how
Camilla Block and Neil
Durbach describe the
performance space they
designed; horizontal
milled timber rods rise to
a tapered ceiling. Below
left: the exterior of
Phoenix reveals little of
what lies within. Below:
DBJ Architects’ Camilla
Block, Neil Durbach
(middle) and David
Jaggers.
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JOHN WARDLE DESIGNED THE TURRETED LEFT
wing of the Phoenix and the ﬁve-ﬂoor gallery within. It’s a
compelling interior, seductive in its complexity. Burrowed
two ﬂoors below ground then rising three to the skylit rooﬂine,
the galleries are composed of irregular suspended volumes
that jut and thrust into judiciously placed voids. A massive,
double-height porthole punched through the facade frames
urban views, while an obliquely domed subterranean chamber
ascends to a mirrored oculus that opens into the ground-level
garden. A matrix of intricate geometric coffers across the topﬂoor ceiling is designed to refract daylight.
“It is a gallery, so by deﬁnition internally focused,” says
Wardle, “but we wanted the windows and other openings to
provide context, light and shifting perspective.”
The sheer angularity of the ceiling, he says, “is like putting
lightthroughasieve.Thepanelsbreakdownthedistinctiveness
of the single plane of light and create a kind of glow which
nonetheless shifts according to the time of day.”
Interestingly, Block says the Renaissance painting technique
of sfumato, the blurring of edges evident, say, in da Vinci’s
Mona Lisa, was the feeling DBJ was after with the ﬁne rows
of raw timber that make up the acoustic chamber. “For all the
apparent boldness of the bell shape, the texture of the timber
ledges makes it feel kind of misted,” she says.
Although the two practices had never collaborated before,
this commission was a meeting of minds. Between the two
functionally and formally distinct spaces is a courtyard, grand
sliding doors opening each space to the other. But whereas
Wardle’s slides aside, DBJ’s slides upward. “I felt during the
design process that we were being deeply inﬂuential to each
other,” Wardle reﬂects. “Somehow there are these threads of
mutual inﬂuence running through them. It’s a very complex
and fascinating balance of collaboration
and pure authorship.”
This similar-but-distinct aspect is
particularly evident on the building’s
facade. The three architects decided early
to share a common material palette across
the exterior: bespoke brickwork ﬁred
from clay from three quarries to create a
unique pinkish-grey brick.
But whereas Wardle’s side would rise to
meet the rooﬂine of Neilson’s concrete
home, Indigo Slam, on the eastern (city)
side, DBJ’s building would sit lower to
align with the rather banal building on its
western ﬂank. The quiet ﬂamboyance of
Wardle’s wing is elegantly offset by the
stoic posturing of DBJ’s. The result is an
almost Moorish layering of architectural
gestures, as if the building had been
incremented over time.

Clockwise from above: In the
Phoenix gallery, intricate geometric
coffers across the top-ﬂoor ceiling
refract daylight; a mirrored oculus
that opens into the ground-level
garden; architect John Wardle; the
meeting point between gallery and
performance space.

The 732-square-metre site had previously been occupied by
a ﬁre-damaged warehouse, hence the name Phoenix. On the
Phoenix website Neilson explains she envisaged a space in
which architecture and interior design as well as the visual
and performing arts would embrace for an immersive
experience – as “Gesamtkunstwerk”, or a total work of art.
“Judith was a truly exceptional client because she didn’t
predeﬁne the project with a proscriptive brief,” says Durbach.
“All we knew, absolutely, was that it had to be extraordinary.”
“The more we probed, the less direction it seemed we were
given,” Wardle recalls. “Judith’s way of commissioning is not
to predeﬁne and therefore conﬁne the possibilities. She is
incredibly responsive to ideas as they occur, in dialogue. And
that’s such a rarity.”
Wardle, who earlier this year was awarded the Australian
Institute of Architects’ Gold Medal, placing him on a par with
Robin Boyd, Jorn Utzon and Glenn Murcutt, has designed
much cultural and institutional infrastructure, most recently
the School of Design and the Built Environment at Curtin
University, and the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music.
A remarkable aspect of the Phoenix commission is just that
- it was a private commission and not an open competition.
“In Australia, cultural and institutional construction is
generally administered by competitive process, and while that
can result in some great work, it is an exhausting process for
a practice to keep up with, and realise,” Wardle says. “Being
chosen by a private client and being able to dialogue constantly
as the project evolves, as has been the case with Phoenix, has
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resulted in a building of which I am exceptionally proud.”
Neilson’s investment in cultural and residential architecture
in Sydney’s Chippendale and Alexandria is estimated at $110
million. Both Indigo Slam and Dangrove have received
architect’s awards and the industry accolades for Phoenix
have begun rolling in: the project scooped three Australian
Institute of Architects (NSW) awards earlier this month: the
top prize, the NSW Architecture Medallion, plus the Sir
Arthur G. Stephenson Award for Commercial Architecture
and the John Verge Award for Interior Architecture.
Both buildings that make up Phoenix play upon on intimacy
of scale to great success. In the performance area, that means
being able to sit on a banquette immediately opposite the
performer, or peer into the belly of the bell from the mezzanine.
In the gallery, a handful of niches allow viewing of a single
object by a sole person, with no barriers between observer and
observed. The entire space is hung and installed with pieces
selected by Neilson, from her own collection.
For this is a unique cultural facility, conceived and
commissioned by Neilson as an extension of her home. (In
fact, a secret passageway leads directly from Phoenix to
Indigo Slam.) But, as with Indigo Slam, Neilson, now 73,
commissions her buildings to last at least 100 years.
“While Judith gave us no indication of the long-term use of
these buildings, they are so deﬁned by the functions they were
commissioned to facilitate that it is very difficult to imagine
them serving another purpose,” says Wardle. “Neither would
be suitable for becoming anything than what they are.” l

